
experienced in venice attending my stepsister's son baptism and showing myrthe our

16107:   "finding   a   harsh   weather   in   the   mountains   with   rain   but   then   sun 

 

 

 

               

              

              

              

 

              

 

 

                

 

 

               

            

 

 

              

parents'city   in   vicenza   and   then   flying   to   sweden   picking   trash   mostly   in 

11156:   "trash   picked   both   while   in   venice   and   later   also   walking   in   my 

mostly picking trash while in venice walking on the side-walks along the water"

11155: "trash picked still during my trip by car back to italy and then in italy 

shopping"

full of bumps and much misery walking up and down waiting for myrthe to finish 

many  christian  religious  warnings  especially  exploring  the  new  commercial  areas 

myrthe to the opposite side of the river to eat and picking quite some trash with 

11154:  "back  in  frankfurt  after  more  than  a  year  walking  in  the  evening  with 

german commercial and trash never found before"

people and quite some trash to pick with myrthe along and quickly finding a lot of 

11153: "still in the beautiful mainz walking to the spring market with a lot of 

going out biking before making back to sweden"

the rush hour and at last breathing a good air while in the netherlands mostly 

sodertalje to pick up a package crossing an highway to reach the post office in 

royal palace encountering a lot of traffic on the way back the same walking in 

avoiding the main traffic of stockholm but also making it to an island with a 

traveling to sweden and breathing a pretty good air there walking a lot and 

mountains working on my vestige and breathing the fumes of my chainsaw at last 

15093: "experiencing a pretty good air while in venice and later being in the 

and the yellow corner surface to connect to the next painting"

large pink surface and this time getting the drops of blue falling quite obliquely 

to finish quite fest although feeling a little undecided on how to occupy the 

07070: "painting executed right before once again going to stockholm and managing 

exploring the island of djursgarden also later with august to fix his passport"

appointment to the italian institute of culture but meeting no one there and then 

extensively bot in the suburb where i was and later in the city going to an 

job interview and spending a lot of time there having nothing to do but walking 

13128: "video captured to begin with in venice but having to go to sweden for a 

apartment"

upsetting my mother who found my bags filled in the bedroom i used in their 

fliers of restaurants and exhibitions but also from stands and lastly slightly 

boat club or walking behind my parents trying not to get caught picking various 

11157: "trash picked mostly while in venice walking to reach my stepfather to his 

together with all the other"

stockholm and delivering it to myrthe to bring back to holland to be scanned 



the top of the tent"

station of amsterdam finally camping in sweden with only some wind moving around 

last getting much wind experience while walking from the stadium to the central 

mostly biking and getting a bit of wind resistance while on the river dike and at 

suburb where i rented a room and experiencing not so much wind in the netherlands 

as  well  as  later  experiencing  the  wind  walking  along  the  lake  of  a  stockholm 

wind but then going off to sweden and staying in uppsala experiencing a snow storm 

18103: "a month started in italy working up the mountains on my vestige with some 

sweden"

its coast and reading most of these news on my phone while traveling mostly in 

well as much casualties and fighting in libya with even sinking of migrants off 

12126:  "a  lot  of  fighting  now  on  the  streets  of  venezuela  causing  killings  as 

that of the mountains and dreaming of the new people i meet in hostels"

in sweden and the netherlands now merging several landscapes together with also 

girlfriend pregnancy but also getting quite affected by walking extensively both 

related   to   my   upcoming   future   like   the   apartment   bought   in   venice   and   my 

02148:   "a   month   having   quite   regular   dreams   despite   the   traveling   and   much 

the netherlands"

hostels where i have been and feeling once again happy getting back to biking in 

about  commuting  getting  over  it  with  work  and  socializing  with  people  in  the 

getting relieved but also at the same time feeling a bit depressed and stressed 

offer or quitting it all together and following myrthe's advice to give it up and 

04093: "a month spent hanging out in sweden deciding whether to take a teaching 

pasubio mount or exploring caves"

thesis so only getting ideas while taking breaks and going for walks like on the 

myrthe  and  august  and  later  spending  much  time  building  the  case  study  to  my 

14114: "ideas got during the summer holiday in italy going to the seaside with 

going to the netherlands spending time with my project and biking"

walking down to the beach and later moving my stuff to the office before in fact 

was renting from liselott in the rich area of stockholm getting quite some ideas 

14113: "ideas recorded in yet another moment of transition leaving the room that i 

dormitory and than out in a tent"

the  middle  of  the  night  only  wearing  a  t-shirt  and  having  to  sleep  first  in  a 

weather allowing me to bike several time before coming back to colder sweden in 

the  university  to  later  get  back  to  the  netherlands  appreciating  a  much  milder 

the university after a weekend with august and again experiencing snow while at 

cold weather for the spring sweden as well as snow hitting me while commuting to 

but with the mountains covered in snow and also back in sweden experiencing a too 

future house there for the first time and back in the mountains working in the sun 



central station"

taking a long walk with my heavy backpack from the ajax stadium through amsterdam 

shortly  around  culemborg  with  myrthe  also  to  celebrate  her  birthday  and  lastly 

and  back  laslty  also  taking  a  few  walks  while  shortly  in  the  netherlands  goign 

along lakes and over small mountains and lastly in the island of drottningsholm 

quite much all the areas around the different rooms i rented and getting quite far 

and later with august to the italian embassy for his passport but also exploring 

much there in uppsala despite the ugly weather and in stockholm taking walks alone 

apartment there and taking little anna around before going to sweden and walking 

tour of mount enna and novegno and later walking in venice showing myrthe our new 

venice as well as in the mountains taking myrthe and her italian professor for a 

05106:  "walking   extensively   first   in   italy   both   visiting   my   new   apartment   in 


